Turnover Among Global CEOs At A
Record High
The life of a CEO is not getting any easier according to a recently released report by
Strategy&, part of the PwC network.
According to its 2018 CEO Success Study, which has measured CEO data for the last 19
years, turnover for the CEOs of the world’s largest 2,500 public companies hit a record high
of 17.5% in 2018. It reveals that over the last ﬁve years the average tenure of a CEO has
dropped to ﬁve years, compared to eight years in 2008. The 53-year median age of
incoming CEOs has remained steady over the last decade.
Of course, there are numerous reasons why a CEO may leave their position—some planned,
some forced.
Recent years have clearly led some CEOs into murky waters. Last year 39% of those CEOs
forced out of their positions were got rid of for ethical lapses—as opposed to ﬁnancial
performance or board struggles—compared to 26% in 2017.
Looking at turnover due to planned succession in particular, the study reports that
successors to long-serving CEOs are likely to have shorter tenures, worse performance and
are more often forced out of oﬃce than the CEOs they replaced.
“Succeeding long-serving CEOs is clearly very challenging,” said Per-Ola Karlsson, partner
and leader of Strategy&’s people and organization practice in the Middle East. “Successors
typically both deliver lower returns to shareholders and are noticeably more likely to be
dismissed than the legend they succeeded as well as their peers.”
In good news, Brazil, Russia, India, China and “other emerging” countries reported sharp
increases in the numbers of female CEOs in 2018.
If you are a potential successor, the study oﬀers the following advice:
Build your own brand — don’t try to copy your predecessor’s style.
Set the agenda—establish how you are going to reshape the organizations future.
Find the right pace for change—moving too quickly can be as problematic as moving
too slowly.
Engage the board as a strategic partner—leverage the board as a strategic asset.
Get the culture working with you—use the organization’s hidden strengths to move
the company forward.
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